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Abstract— The existence of the World Wide Web has caused an
information explosion. Readers are overloaded with lengthy text
documents where a shorter version would suffice. Text
summarization is the process of distilling the most important
information from a source to produce an abridged version for a
particular user and task. When this is done by means of a
computer, i. e. automatically, it is called as Automatic Text
Summarization. In this work a custom summary is introduced
based on key words or field of interest that a user determine or
select. Despite there are as many as methods of summarization
but there are very few methods of summarization considered a
custom summary that depends on the user need. Even the
methods that tried to rely on the user keywords, they followed
these key words blindly without any analysis to the actual
relations between these key words or other related field
association terms. The user enter the initial keywords, the system
pick the nearest terms in the map for these field association terms
and use all of them to extract the coherent passages related to
them in the document. Then combining coherent passages to
bring out the final summary.
Keywords-Co-word Analysis, Power links, Field Association
Terms, Coherent Passage, Text Extraction

I.

INTRODUCTION

The existence of the World Wide Web has caused an information
explosion. Readers are overloaded with lengthy text documents
where a shorter version would suffice. [1]
Text summarization is the process of distilling the most important
information from a source to produce an abridged version for a
particular user and task. [2]
When this is done by means of a computer, i. e. automatically, it is
called as Automatic Text Summarization. Automatic text
summarization is a technique where the text is input to the computer
and it returns the clipped and concise extract of the original text and
also sustains the overall meaning and main information content. [3]
Summarization can be classified into two approaches: extraction and
abstraction. Extraction based summaries are produced by
concatenating several sentences taken exactly as they appear in the
texts being summarized. Abstraction based summaries are written to
convey the main information in the input and may reuse phrases or
clauses from it. [2]
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The state-of-the-art abstractive methods are still quite weak, so most
research has focused on extractive methods, and this is what will be
covered.
Reza and Gallinari described a system for automatic text
summarization that operates by extracting the most relevant sentences
from documents with regard to a query.[4]
Automatic text extraction techniques have proved robust, but very
often their summaries are not coherent. Constantin proposed a new
extraction method which uses local coherence as a means to improve
the overall quality of automatic summaries. [5]
Atefeh Farzindar and Guy Lapalme presented their work on the
development of a new methodology for automatic summarization of
justice decision. they described LetSum (Legal text Summarizer), a
prototype system, which determines the thematic structure of a
judgment in four themes Introduction, Context, Juridical Analysis
and Conclusion. Then it identifies the relevant sentences for each
theme [17].
A novel technique was proposed for summarizing text using a
combination of Genetic Algorithms (GA) and Genetic Programming
(GP) to optimize rule sets and membership functions of fuzzy
systems by Kiani and Akbarzadeh. [6]
Nitin Madnani et. al performed multi-document summarization by
generating compressed versions of source sentences as summary
candidates and using weighted features of these candidates to
construct summaries.
They combined a parse-and-trim approach with a novel technique for
producing multiple alternative compressions for source sentences. [7]
Oi Mean Foong1,et al. investigated recent techniques and challenges
on advances of automatic text summarization. [1]
In our method, the user insert the document which he would like
to get a summary plus a key words that are used to pave a road that
leads to a custom summary.
The method depends on the concepts of field association terms, coword analysis, power link algorithm.
Humans can recognize the field by finding the specific terms,
these words called Field Association words (FA words). So it is more
effective if the search engines could pick these words, FA terms,
from the queries and use them as the bases of searching process. [8]
Field association terms (FATs) dictionary concept was studied and
tested for English. Arabic language has many differences from the
English language so it needs special techniques for preprocessing
before applying the power link algorithm. Rokaya and Nahla,
depending on available FATs dictionary in English, proposed a
multilingual FATs dictionary in English and Arabic. [9]
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Despite there are as many as methods of summarization but there is
no method of summarization which considered a custom summary
that depends on the user need. Even the methods that tried to rely on
the user keywords, they followed these key words blindly without
any analysis to the actual relations between these key words or other
related key words.
In our method, the user insert the document which he would like to
get a summary plus a key words that are used to pave a road that
leads to a custom summary.
The method depends on the concepts of field association terms, coword analysis, power link algorithm. In this work custom summary is
introduced a based on key words or field of interest that a user
determine or select.
The remaining parts of this paper is organized as follows, an over
view of the concepts of field association terms and power links are
presented in sections 2 and 3 respectively. The details proposed
method is given in section 4. Experiments and results are given in
section 5.

The origin of this concept comes from the co-word analysis
researches. Co-word analysis considers the dynamics of science as a
result of actor strategies. Changes in the content of a subject area are
the combined effect of a large number of individual strategies. This
technique should allow us in principle to identity the actors and
explain the global dynamic [15].
If any two terms t1 and t 2 belongs to a document D it will be said
that there is a link between t1 and t 2 . The power of this link will be
measured by the function PD (t1, t2 ) where:

PD (t1 , t2 ) 

D  cr (t1 , t2 )

(1),

average( L(t1i , t2 j ))
i, j

where D is the number of different terms in the document
cr (t1, t2 ) is the co-occurrence frequency of t1

and t 2

document D and average( L(t1i , t2 j )) represents the

,

in the
average

i, j

II.

FIELD ASSOCIATION TERMS

It is natural for people to identify the field of document when they
notice specific words. These specific words are referred as FieldAssociation terms (FA terms); specifically, they are words that allow
us to recognize intuitively a field of text or field –coherent passage.
Therefore, FA terms can be used to identify the field of a passage,
and can be also used to classify different fields among passages. For
these reasons FA terms can be used as a clue to identify a passage
field. FA terms can be either words or phrases. [11]
Field association terms (FA terms) are the words that indicate each
subject matter category in the classification scheme. [12]
A minimum term is define (or a word), as one which cannot be
further divided without losing its semantic meaning, as a single FA
TERM (single FA Term). Compound FA terms are defined to consist
of two or more single FA terms. Both terms are expressed by
enclosing them within quotation mark. A compound FA TERM is
regarded as being single if it loses its field information when divided.
Compound FA terms (e.g. nuclear weapon, consumption tax or global
warming) are considered to be simple FA terms because document
field information is easily lost when those compound terms are
divided. So here, proper nouns (e.g. Atlanta Braves, Oakland
Athletics and South Africa) are considered to be simple FA terms.
Personal names (e.g. Sammy Sosa, Carlos-Delgado) are considered to
be simple FA terms, but proper noun containing a title (e.g. Coach T.
Lasorda) are divided into two single terms: ‘‘Coach’’ and ‘‘T.
Lasorda’’, which belong to the same document field Baseball but are
on different levels. [13]
Field means a basic and common knowledge that can be used in
human communication [14] and for convenience; hierarchical fields
are categorized as Sub-Fields and Super-Fields. Therefore, Pitcher
can relate to sub-field Baseball of superfield SPORTS and Pitcher
may be classified SPORTS/Baseball. Selecting useful FA terms
requires consideration of relationships between simple and compound
FA terms and field classification. [13].

III.

THE POWER LINK

The term power link was proposed by Rokaya and Atlam, 2010, as a
method of building a dynamic field association terms dictionary.
Power link algorithm presented a new rules to improve the quality of
filed association terms (FATs) dictionary in English [8].
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distance between any instants t1i and t 2i of the terms t1 and t 2

in

the document D . For more details see Rokaya and Atlam, [10].
To estimate the power link between two terms t1 and t 2 over a
given corps the function PC (t1, t2 ) is defined. This function can be
defined as:
(2)
PC (t1 , t 2 )  averagePD (t1 , t 2 )
Dcorps

This function states that the terms t1 and t2 will tend to appear nearer
together if the value of this function reasonably high.
Let Ps (w, D)  averageP( w, f ), f  S be the power link between
f D

the word

w

and the field S

in the document D , if the set of

field association terms that belong to the field S in the document

D is empty then PS (w, D)  0 . The power of link between a word

w and the field

S will given by

P( w, S )  averagePS ( w, D) .

(3)

DS

IV.

THE PROPOSED METHOD

The summarizer go through the following steps.
1. determine depending on the key words or the field of interest
the field association terms. To achieve this the summarizer
needs a training phase to learn the field association terms and
their power link relationship. This means that the summarizer
build the map of field association links in a given corps.
2. The summarizer guess the corresponding English terms and
then it gets the required words to begin the field coherent
passages extraction.
3. The summarizer give a score for each retrieved passages and
arrange them according to their score. If there is a defined
number of line that the summary cannot exceed. The
summarizer add passages till the number of lines be greater
than the predefined threshold then the summarizer delete the
last added one. To not harm the logic of the summary the
summarizer shows the resulting summary in order according to
what appear in the original text.
This approach is different from any other approach. In the beginning,
it is far away from direct retrieval since the passage is not retrieved
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that contain the key words or even translated key words. Instead, the
field association terms are retrieved that have a strong relation or a
high power link connection with respect to the field under interest.
Also, this approach is not a blind machine translation for the whole
text or even to the passages that contain as many as of the key words.
Instead, it retrieve the most connected passages to the field of interest
through an intelligent guessing of the most related passages to the
field.
Despite there are as many as methods of text extraction to produce a
summary or a custom summary but the methods that are developed to
produce a custom summary depends on the given terms directly. In
the proposed method the custom summary is produced by extracting
passages that contains the keywords entered by the user and the FA
terms that are strongly related to the user keywords. For example, if
the user entered the term "cryptography" the system will connect this
term to "Symmetric key", " Public key" " cipher", " encryption" and
"decryption". But since some terms related to the given keywords
with different levels, the system activates the power link algorithm to
pick those terms that strongly related to the given key words. The
power link algorithm is dynamic since it depends on the corps. This
algorithm is designed to measure the strength of relatedness between
the terms in a specific field. In this method, the user insert the
document which he would like to get a summary plus a key words
that are used to pave a road that leads to a custom summary.
In fact, our work is a combination of key phrase extraction for a
given corps. Then, the connections are built between these key words.
These key words will be the base for the rest of the work. The user
enter the initial keywords, the system picks the nearest terms in the
map for these key words and use them to extract the coherent
passages related to them. The summarization algorithm give a result
depending on these extracted passages.
The following figure illustrates the main steps of the algorithm
The algorithm consists of two main parts. The first part is the
production of the FA terms and the second part is production of
coherent passages. The last step is a minor step to extract the
passages that have a stronger link to the FA terms. In what follows
these parts are explored.

A. FA terms extraction
It is natural for people to identify the field of document or a passage
when they see specific words. These specific words is referred as
field-association terms (FA terms). A minimum unit ( or a word), is
defined as one which cannot be further divided without losing its
semantic meaning, as single FA term. For example the term
"symmetric key" is a single FA term since if it divided into
"symmetric" and "key" it will directly loss its semantic meaning and
its relation to the field of cryptography.
For a given keywords, the algorithm computes the power link to each
keyword with respect to each field in the corps. The algorithm picks
the field with the largest power link for each keyword. In every field
the algorithm extracts the FA terms that have a power link greater
than  , where  is a given threshold. The union of all extracted FA
terms and the keywords forms the terms that will be used in the next
steps.

B. Total Scoring and sentence blending
The first characteristic of a topic flowing is defined as continuity and
the second as transition. Passages with different field theme are
delimited and the field duplication of passages is prevented. Every
sentence is supposed to have one subject or less. The field that a
sentence presents is called a theme field, which is denoted by Ftheme
[12].
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Ftheme is maintained by continuity or changed by transition through
sentences. For a given sentence

S

that contains FA terms

( FA1, FA2 , FA3 ,..., FAn ) the power link between sentence
fields
is
computed
according
to
the

S

and all
formula

n

P( S , F j ) 

 P(FA , F ) and
i

j

the Ftheme for the sentence S is

i 1

determined by the field that gives max P( S , F j ) . If the current
j

sentence has two or more fields with the following property

P(S , F j )  P(S , Fk )   , where  is small enough, then S is said to
have no Ftheme . Also if the set of FA terms contained in S is empty,

S is said to have no field If the current sentence S has the same
Ftheme as the previous sentence, or has no Ftheme , or has no field the
current sentence is appended to the same passage. And if the current
sentence S has a different Ftheme from the previous sentence, then
S is delimited and a new passage begins. According to the previous
rules the passages borders are determined and the passage extraction
can be done.

FAT
Dictionary
Power link
Algorithm

Document

Keywords

FAT
Dictionary

Summary

FA
terms

Passages
Extraction

FAT
Extracting

Total
Scoring

Sentence
Blending

Passages

Passage
border

Figure1. System configuration
C. Passages extraction
For every document there are two. Extracted FA terms, denoted by
SFA, and the document as a set of delimited passages. For a passage
PS that belongs to a specific Ftheme the score of the passage PS is
computed according to the formula P( PS) 

 P(FA, F

theme )

.

FASFA

The passages are ranked according to their scores and passage with
the highest score is chosen as the base summary. If the length of this
passage is less than the desired summary length the next passage, in
the ranked list, is appended and again the total length of the two
passages is less than to the desired length a third passage is appended.
The process is repeated until a desired length is achieved. The final
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summary shows the passages in the order that they had in the original
document.

V.

EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION

There are two sets of experiments should be done here
(a) Experiments to evaluate the efficiency of delimiting the passages.
(b) Experiments to evaluate the efficiency of the extractor

A. Experiments to evaluate the efficiency of delimiting the
passages.
To estimate the quality of the presented passage delimitation method,
fifty articles composed artificially of some fields. each articles length
were between one KB and 3 KB. Now the real field is known that
each passage should belong. Two measures are used here, namely,
precision and recall. Precision and recall are defined as follows.
P
P
Pr ecision accord and Re call  accord
Panswer
Poutput
where Poutput is the number of characters in passages that the system
produces, Panswer is the number of characters in correct answer
passage human decides, and Paccord are those occurred in both in the
system output and in the correct answer passages. Figure 2 presents
the results of retrieved passages for each measure. Figure 3 presents
the results of recall and precision. The average value of precision is
0.78% and the average value of recall is 0.74%. These results proof
that the proposed system gives a high accuracy.
To ensure the strong of the results, F is also calculated using the
formula.
2 * Pr ecision* Re call
F
Precision Re call
The average value of F is 75% which reflects a high performance of
the algorithm.

B. Experiments to evaluate the efficiency of the extractor
Since the goal of summarization schemes is to automate a process
that has traditionally been done manually, a comparison of
automatically generated extracts with those produced by humans
would provide a reasonable evaluation of these methods. [16]
Assuming that a human would be able to identify the passages
beginnings and ends and also would be able to identify the most
important passages effectively. If the set of passages selected by an
automatic extraction has a high overlap with the human generated
extract, the automatic method should regarded as effective. In all
experiments, two manually extracts are generated. In both cases the
user is asked to extract a specific number of paragraphs, delimited
using our method, based on a given keywords for each document.
The evaluation takes the following form,
o A user walks to the system and picks a document for a
custom summary based on a given keywords
o
the summary based on the same keywords and presents it
to the user. The user compares this summary to his own
one.
o In the second case, the system generates the summary using
our proposed method to get the automatic one and the user
compares this summary to his own.
In both cases, the user satisfaction is measured by the number of
common passages between his own summary and the target summary
(manually or automatically extracted).
For more strict comparison, two other automatic summarization are
considered:
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Figure2 Results for Paccord, Poutput and Panswer
a)

A random summarization is done by randomly extracting the
required number of passages from all passages that contains at
least one of the given keywords. Any extraction algorithm must
do better than the random method.
b) Another method depends on extracting the first passage that
contains at least one of the given keywords, then go through the
passages to pick the second passage that contains at least one of
the given keywords. This process is repeated until the required
number of passages are extracted.
Fifty articles were chosen for the evaluation process. It is known that
the overlapping between two manual free extracts, free extracts are
those that do not depend on any given keywords, is lower than 50 %.
[16].
This can be understood as follows, each human has interests that may
differ from the other human. So the lower overlapping between the
two manual extracted summaries reflects the lower overlapping
between their needs. But if the needs were unified, it is expected the
percentage of overlapping will be increased. The overlapping
between the two manual extracts were 85.7 % which were expected.
Table 1, summarizes the results of the experiments. The overlapping
between the automatic extracts and the manual extracts. From this
table the automatic summary do better than the random and the initial
methods. But the results of the initial summary were extremely
unexpected. The overlapping between the initial method and the
manual extracts were 80.42 % and 74.67%. This high result were
very strange. But the nature of the human is to not go deeply through
the documents to get the required summary. In most cases the user
will add the passage whenever he found some of the keywords. He
will repeat this process to get the required number of passages more
than interesting to get most of the important passage related to the
keywords. Also since he was advised to complete the reading to the
end of each documents, he might found some more important passage
and will replace them in the place of earlier added passages. Finally
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the results for the power link method were 87.92% and 75.26%. The
average is 81.59%. These results proof that the proposed method is
fine and gave a considered performance than the initial method.
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